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Augmented Reality for Infrastructure Information
Challengeswith informationflowand interactions inoutdoorenvironments
especially on construction sites
Lasse Hedegaard Hansen1, Erik Kjems2
1,2Aalborg University, Dept. of Civil Engineering
1,2{lhh|ekj}@civil.aau.dk
This paper discusses Augmented Reality (AR) as means to interact with
information regarding infrastructure projects before, under and after
construction. For that purpose, two different prototypes were developed using
Apples ARKit and Unity's game design platform and tested on two use cases.
However, the main focus of this paper is interacting with infrastructure
information through AR rather than researching core AR technology. We learned
that using AR under the constructing phase with subsurface utilities is still facing
several difficulties. Especially when it comes to accessing and interacting with
information in a changing construction environment. These difficulties will be
discussed and also the challenges regarding information flow between civil
engineering and AR software.
Keywords: Augmented Reality, ARKit, Information flow, Subsurface utilities ,
Highway construction project, Construction site
INTRODUCTION
Construction projects in the infrastructure and build-
ing domain are frequently experiencing cost over-
runs and delayed time schedules. Consequently,
governments are facing budget overruns and using
more money than expected since especially infras-
tructure projects are public funded. The problem is
among other things related to the construction sec-
tor beingoneof the least digitized sectors. Therefore,
an EU task group emphasizes that Building Informa-
tion Modeling (BIM) must be the digital driving force
to streamline workflows in their 2017 report [1]. This
is a must if the infrastructure and building domain
wants to bemore efficient, minimize errors and avoid
bad communication.
Meanwhile in the age of the fourth industrial rev-
olution digitization is appointed as the foremost driv-
ing force of continuous economic growth andhereby
the Boston Consulting Group has further appointed
Augmented Reality (AR) as one of the nine techno-
logical building blocks (Brunelli et al. 2017). They
believe that workers will use AR to access and in-
teract with graphical information at the factory floor
that are connected to a digital copy of the entire fac-
tory. These days, some might want to call this con-
nected digital copy of the physical environment a
Digital Twin. Similar on a construction site AR can
be used to ease access to project information and
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thereby support faster andbetter decision-making. A
recent evaluation test on using AR visualization tech-
niques compared to traditional PC-based visualiza-
tions has shown that using AR on site increases the
use and understanding of technical construction in-
formation (Meza et al. 2015). Compared to auser per-
ceiving a 3Dmodel on a normal PCmonitor the study
showed AR was up to 20% better in understandabil-
ity and usability. Additionally, it was concluded that a
well-formeddigitalmodel, similar to BIMmodels, was
needed before architects and engineers could take
full advantage of AR.
In recent time AR is going through a lot of pop-
ularity in the media. Pokémon GO, a location-based
AR game for smartphones, was one of the big head-
lines in 2016. Also, Microsoft released HoloLens and
Apple and Google released AR tracking frameworks
native to their mobile operating systems. Regard-
less of the popularity; there still exist a need to ad-
vance the field of AR applications within the building
and infrastructure domain, as well as other use case
domains. Surely the phenomenon of Pokémon GO
made AR evident for everyone and in the slipstream
of that, even executives started asking for AR in a pro-
fessional context expecting the technology tobema-
ture for a broader utilization.
Scope / Aim
The presented paper is partly an outcomeof such de-
mands where BIM models designed at engineering
consultancy companies are suggested tobe “used for
more”. They are pointing at Virtual and Augmented
Reality technologies to be used towards their clients
and project partners to ease communication deal-
ing with technical information, but also to improve
model design before construction. Therefore, a re-
search project, which is still on-going, was estab-
lished together with a large Danish based consul-
tancy company (COWI), a small software developer
company (Epiito) and Aalborg University to explore
these possibilities. The overall aimwas to develop an
AR prototype to access infrastructure information in
thefieldbyusing the alreadymade3Ddesignmodels
by the engineering consultancies. Another goal was
to use a device type that was accessible and familiar
to use for partners and clients to ease a possible fu-
ture implementation of a finalized AR solution.
We present our initial findings based on our pro-
totype developments and tests from two use cases.
The prototypes were developed over a period of one
year in a two-step process as prototype 2 is a further
development of prototype 1. Both prototypes were
designed for a specific infrastructure project and spe-
cific AR use case in mind. The infrastructure projects
Figure 1
The two
infrastructure AR
use cases located in
Denmark and
Norway.
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consist of two major highway constructions respec-
tively located in Denmark and in Norway as shown
in Figure 1. Prototype 1 is related to the planning
and design phase showcasing the new infrastructure
project as a possible new development on site in re-
lations to for instance politicians and neighbours as
well as engineers inside the project. While prototype
2 aims at the construction phase helping the contrac-
tor to visualize the progress of the construction work
by visualizing the project on site and enabling the al-
teration of status information to infrastructure sub-
utility elements on the construction site. This is done
by implementing the open IFC data model together
with the Building Collaboration Format (BCF).
Paper structure
In the following section previous ARwork done in the
academic field is presented togetherwith the current
commercial AR development. It is focusing on simi-
lar AR application use cases for inspiration and to ad-
dress current challenges and limitations prior to the
development. Next in the third section theprototype
development and functioning are presented as well
as the reasoning behind the selected AR hardware
and software. It continues by presenting the infor-
mation flow between civil engineering software and
the AR prototype 1. Continuing in the fourth section
with results from prototype development and find-
ings from the AR prototype 1 test, but mostly find-
ings from the more mature prototype 2 tested on a
construction site. Finally, in the conclusion, we revis-
ited our findings and discuss recommendations and
further work for the ongoing research project.
BACKGROUND
AR is a technology that combines the virtual and
physical world by placing virtual content directly in
the user’s surroundings. Recent examples of AR in ev-
eryday life is the popular mobile game Pokémon GO
released in the summer of 2016, where virtual mon-
sters appear in parks and cities by looking through
the smartphones video feed. Snapchats face-filters is
another example and perhaps the most widely used
AR feature today.
Previous work
Using AR for games and social media is not the only
use case. Neither is the idea of using AR for construc-
tion projects to optimize workflows and ease com-
munication. In fact, the building and infrastructure
domain has been a popular area of showcasing the
potential of AR. One could even say that it dates back
to the first outdoor Augmented Reality systemwhich
visualized a 3D model of a historical building on its
former site (Hollerer et al. 1999). Here after Roberts
et al. (2002) made an AR system to visualize the sub-
surface utilities beneath the ground. The system also
manages to archive centimeter level positioning and
orientation by the integration of Real-time kinematic
GNSS and an Inertial Navigation System (INS) unit. A
quite impressive achievement at its time. This was
before the mobile revolution, which meant the fact
that all mentioned AR systems needed to be carried
withbackpacks to contain all thenecessary computer
power and sensors. Thismade it nearly impractical to
use in everyday tasks. Computer graphics were still
very poor, and calibration was a big issue compared
to what today’s AR systems are capable off. Though,
enough to show the potential of AR.
AR applications that enabled users to look into
the ground and see subsurface utilities continued to
be a popular theme. As technology progresses and
AR hardware shrinks in size and weight Schall et al.
(2009) made a handheld AR system that visualized
underground infrastructure to aid field workers of
utility companies. An AR application to perform vir-
tual redlining in outdoor environments (previously
donemanually by annotating on printedmaps or 2D
GIS systems) was also made on the same AR system
Schall et al. (2008). The AR system was substantially
more compact than previous systems and featured
different visualization techniques to archive a better
depthperception - likemaking a virtual cut-out in the
surface. The reason was to aid the user in perceiv-
ing a comprehensible AR visualization, since the hu-
man brain is not used to see through an opaque sur-
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face. Even though the AR systems were able to op-
erate in a handheld manner an evaluation showed
that the ergonomics of the device still has poten-
tial for improvement before broader implementation
among field workers. This was as well done on a
rather clumsy device compared to modern smart-
phone and tablets. Still the AR system was com-
prehensive by combining Real-time kinematic Global
Positioning systems and computer vision techniques
toobtain a tracking solutionwith centimeter-level ac-
curacy Schall et al. (2013).
After the first smartphones became available -
pre iPhone era - it was soon used for Augmented Re-
ality purposes. Also in the research field, as Wood-
ward et al. (2010) presented their mobile handheld
Augmented Reality system for construction site visu-
alization and communication to support BIM tasks.
They were able to use an IFC file of a proposed build-
ing design and thereby achieve object-based level
of interaction with the augmented design model.
An example of this is their work on time scheduled
(4D) simulation presented on the same AR system
(Hakkarainen et al. 2009). AR used in the construc-
tion phase are also demonstrated by Zollmann et
al. (2014) AR system for construction site monitoring
and documentation. The system could perform tasks
such as annotating and surveying that will stay situ-
ated and attached to the underlying 3D reconstruc-
tion model of the construction project.
AR applications for the construction phase have
shown to be a popular area in recent time. In a litera-
ture review done by Brioso and Calderon-hernandez
(2018) a total of 46 articles from a five year period
containing AR and BIM was reviewed. It showed that
approximately ¾ of all AR applications were from
the construction phase. Their review also showed
that the three biggest limitations/challenges (out of
ten) was (a) visualization techniques with occlusion
as the main issue, (b) alignment of the virtual AR
content with the real surroundings and (c) limited
device/hardware capabilities. It is worth mention-
ing that ergonomics was the least occurring limita-
tion/challenge found in the review. A shift compared
to challenges addressed in Schall et al. (2009) AR ap-
plication evaluation.
Looking at the more broader AR research field
the challenges found in AR/BIM seem to be consis-
tent. A recent article reviewing thepast 10yearsofAR
research presented at the International Symposium
onMixed andAugmented Reality (ISMAR) shows that
these five topics are the most cited in 2018; (1) mo-
bile AR - possible because of the evolution in power-
ful and sensor-rich mobile devices, (2) spatial recon-
struction of real surroundings - which can be used
to make occlusion for visualization techniques, (3)
Tracking andpositioning techniques -which canhelp
align the virtual with the real, (4) AR application and
(5) Evaluation. Where the latter two topicsmost likely
are related to each other, and the reason behind
might suggest that AR is maturing, because more
evaluations are conducted on real users. (Kim et al.
2018)
Commercial AR development
Another sign of AR is maturing, is the recent and
frequent announcement of AR related products and
software support from big tech companies like Ap-
ple, Google, Microsoft, Magic Leap etc. It already
seems like a while since HoloLens was released in
March 2016. And just to show how tremendous the
development has unfolded; consider this. In 2015 a
comparative study of AR SDKs was conducted com-
paring AR tracking SDKs from Metaio, Vuforia, Wik-
itude, D´Fusion and ARToolKit (Amin and Govilkar
2015). Today, this comparison study is almost useless
because of the release of nativemobile tracking SDKs
for Apples and Googles handheld devices; respec-
tively ARKit (iOS) and ARCore (Android). Today these
SDKs are the default choice. Now developers can
use these well-functioning AR frameworks that does
not require calibration, because Apple and Google
(to some extent)make their own devices and then al-
ready are pre calibrated. Thus, also making the track-
ing more robust and reliable. This newfound easily
accessible tracking framework encourages develop-
ers todevelopARapplications evenmore. As anaddi-
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tional consequence, popular game design platforms
like Unity and Unreal Engine have incorporated the
frameworks in their platform editors. Even though
these platforms are mainly focusing on game devel-
opments their editors are widely used for other pro-
fessional domains for AR and VR related applications.
Also, product companieswithin the building and
infrastructure domain have been showing involve-
ment with AR. Trimble now lets SketchUp support
AR by using Apples ARKit framework on iOS devices
and also supports Microsoft HoloLens. Trimble also
has a working mobile outdoor AR prototype system
called SiteVision, running on an Android device with
Googles ARCore framework and connected to an ex-
ternal GNSS receiver. As mentioned, combining a
GNSS receiver has been done before by individuals in
academia, but the interesting part is that it soon be-
comes accessible in a ready-to-use commercial pack-
age. If so, high accuracy location-based AR technol-
ogy will be available for professionals as well as aca-
demics. The ARmarked is moving fast so properly by
the release of this paper the mentioned and new AR
products will already be available.
AR PROTOTYPES
From studying previous work, it got evident that an
outdoor AR system needed to integrate some kind of
high accuracy external GNSS receiver combinedwith
advanced vision-based methods to instantly obtain
a high precession global position and orientation of
the visualized AR content (Schall et al. 2013). How-
ever, such a comprehensive system was beyond our
capabilities to develop and no commercial solution
couldoffer this. Perhaps the Trimble SiteVisionwould
be suitable, but this solution was not at our disposal
at that time and was a working prototype still con-
nected to the Google Tango device.
Beside that, several existing solutions were
tested based on mobile or tablet devices. They were
based on either Vuforia or similar AR frameworks. But
none of the tested solutions gave a convincing per-
formance and impression of quality, whichwould ful-
fil the demands of a useful professional application.
This led to further encouragement in pursuing our
own development of a prototype.
It was decided to go for a handheld device that
was familiar to use and easily accessible from the
market i.e. a modern smartphone or tablet. Whereas
the preferable option was a tablet, because of the
larger screen size. A head-mounted display (HMD)
with optical see-through was quickly declined based
on experiences with the Microsoft HoloLens (the
HMD available at our disposal at the time) in outdoor
daylight conditions and by studying previous work
from Schall et al. (2008;2009;2013) and others. How-
ever, a hands-free AR experience would be prefer-
able, the trade-off in using video see-through display
technology is the better option for our use cases.
As mentioned in section 2 the state-of-the-art
tracking AR framework for handheld smart devices
is now considered by most being either ARKit or AR-
Core. Since it was decided a tablet was the preferred
device the obvious choice was to use ARKit, and an
iPad Pro 12.9” (2. gen.) was selected. This was also
due to the limited Android devices supporting AR-
Corewhich at that time did not include tablets. As for
the app development Unity was chosen, which had
released a plugin for Apples ARKit. Figure 2 shows
the handheld iPad in action running prototype 1 in
AR mode.
Figure 2
Prototype 1
running in AR mode
visualizing a
highway
construction.
Developments and practical implementa-
tions
There were primarily two main challenges building
the prototypes; (a) developing an application for the
handheld device enabling the user to geo pose a vir-
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tualmodel into the real world at a defined geograph-
ical positioning and orientation, and (b) establishing
an information flow that enabled acceptable data ex-
changebetween the civil engineer CAD software and
the Augmented Reality prototype application.
The following subsections explain the funda-
mentals of the developmentswhich for a large extent
were similar onbothprototypes. Although theProto-
type 2 looks very similar to prototype 1 they differ on
several important parts which are essential to cope
with for a future development of a professional AR
application.
Geo Pose
There exist several methods to geo pose a virtual
model in the real-world view, and most of the AR de-
velopments have been focusing on sensor fusion to
dealwith this challenge asdescribed in section2. The
followingworkflow on the other hand is built around
the functions available in the ARKit SDK provided by
Apple. By design ARKit version 1.0 is a model-free
tracking framework, and its main feature is to place
virtual models randomly onto a planar surface. ARKit
uses the RGB camera on an iOS device to detect pat-
terns in the texture of a given planar surface. Once
detected it generates a surface that can be used to
place a virtual model on top by tapping on the sur-
face displayed on the iPad screen. The virtual model
then appears on top of the planar surface though
with a random orientation. This method works re-
ally well for indoor environments on a texture-rich
wooden floor or table to show furniture, but it is not
ideal for a large-scale AR outdoor situationwhere the
model should appear in a specific position and orien-
tation. However, by programming some additional
functions it was possible to come up with a method
to manually adjust the virtual model. The following
steps describes the process.
Step 1. The AR prototype is developed in such way
that it allows the user to select a predefined spatial
position (x, y, z) in the virtual model, which must cor-
respond to an identifiably position in the real world.
Therefore, the user must first place himself on the
physical predefined position as shown in figure 3
(left)
Step 2. The AR system detects the surrounding sur-
faceswhen the user is panning the device around in a
circular motion while the camera points down at the
ground. This is the process where the ARKit function-
ality is detecting natural features in the surroundings
from the video input.
Step 3. The user taps slightly with the finger on the
iPaddisplaywhere the defined virtual position is sup-
posed to appear in the real world. This places the
virtual model on the registered surface connecting
two dots. To help the user to tap the right place,
the defined positions should bemarked physically or
should be easily recognizable like for instance a well
on the pavement surface.
Step 4. The user selects the virtual position by using
the scene buttons to adjust the user’s physical posi-
tion for instance the height of eye placement. Thus,
the virtual model is moved to its correct position and
matches the correct point of view by the user.
Step 5. As mentioned initially the orientation of the
virtual model has been chosen arbitrary by the sys-
Figure 3
Left: The yellow
arrow indicates the
same physical and
virtual positioning.
Right: Orientation
of the virtual model
relative to the real
world.
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tem and has to be adjusted so it aligns with the real
world. The rotation is done manually using the con-
trol buttons. An example is shown in figure 3 (right)
where a virtual blue cylinder has been inserted into
the model representing the existing wind turbine.
Thereby the wind turbine acts as a landmark and is
used to adjust the virtualmodel primarily by rotation.
The control buttons areplacedon the lower right side
of the view.
Information flow
In prototype 1 and 2 the initial design model was
created using professional CAD systems such as Mi-
croStation/InRoads andNovapoint/AutoCAD. During
prototype 1, the data exchangewas carried outman-
ually converting and recreating model files into ei-
ther the FBXorOBJ format, which is a readable object
file format within Unity. Figure 4 shows a flow chart
of the process which consists of the following steps:
1. Move themodel from a global to a local carte-
sian coordinate system.
2. Import model into 3DS MAX (or some other
modelling software) using the DWG format.
3. Make sure all normal vectors of the surfaces
are pointing in the direction towards the user.
4. Create a corresponding material library with
textures.
5. Attach the materials to the model.
6. Export the model in FBX or OBJ format to-
gether with the material file.
7. Load the model and materials into Unity
TESTING OF THE PROTOTYPES
Prototype 1: Herning-Holstebro Highway
(Denmark)
TheHerning-Holstebro highwayprojectwas selected
as the first case to explore AR applicability in the field.
Therefore, one of the goals were to actually build and
test a working prototype which used the ARKit track-
ing frameworks in order to test the tracking ability
in an outdoor environment. As can be observed in
the video (www.vimeo.com/276430462) the move-
ment of the combined view consisting of a real-world
video capture and augmented virtual 3D model is
very smooth and stable. There was hardly any drift-
ing in the model and the interface developed turned
out towork as intended. Even though themodel con-
Figure 4
Workflow of how to
transfer design
models from CAD
software to a game
design platform.
This method was
used in prototype 1.
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tained around 1.4 million polygons the iPad had no
trouble handling the data.
Results from the manual geo pose method. As
soon as the model is fixed into the real world view
it handles very steady and the iPad can easily be
passed to another person without any major drift in
the situated virtualmodel. Itwas alsopossible to turn
around 360 degrees without any loss of orientation.
Compared to other systemswe tested this was a very
uplifting experience.
Results from informationflow. The 3Dmodel of the
Danish highway which was chosen for prototype 1
had a high level of geometry detail but had no at-
tribute data attached to its design objects, which in
principle meant that it didn’t really apply to a BIM
model but merely consisted of a “dumb” CAD model
missing any semantic definitions. Explained in an-
other way the model was well-formed, but not well-
informed. In this case though it was sufficient be-
cause only the visual experience was in focus. How-
ever, the transfer the design models from CAD tools
to the Unity Editor it turned out to be one of themost
tedious challenges. As illustrated in figure 4, a man-
ualworkflowtransferring thedesignmodel fromCAD
software to AR system was found, but only to ob-
tain one way information flow - not an information
round-trip. The model had been modified so much
that every possible information attached to the de-
sign model would had been lost. It was evident that
the data exchange process between CAD software
and AR system has to be improved considerably be-
foreARcanbecomepractical in aday-to-dayworken-
vironment.
Prototype 2: E18Rugtvedt-DørdalHighway
(Norway)
The second prototype development differ mainly
due to the data quality and enhanced user experi-
ence rather than enhancements with regards to the
rather poor manual handling of the virtual model
which was not developed further. A video can be
seen here: www.vimeo.com/276431890.
The 3D model of this project situated in Norway
had an equivalent high level of detail in geometry
but in comparison to the Danish 3D highway model
it also had a lot of attribute data attached to well-
defined design objects of infrastructure elements.
The Highway project used the design software Trim-
ble Novapoint and Quadri; a cloud-based collabora-
tive platformwith its own object classification library
for infrastructure elements. This represents in many
ways an informationmodel known from the building
domain and suited for the open IFC data model for-
mat.
It was obvious to try to use this new possibility
and use the identification and information retrieval
of single objects in the model, and in the AR view.
This prototype development was aimed at the con-
structor and the construction phase, and therefore
the development had to determine functionality the
constructor could benefit from. It was decided to de-
velop a kind of progress indicator for certain objects.
Thisway it should bemadepossible to tap on specific
objects in the view and indicate the state of progress
during construction. The idea was to use the Quadri
platform and a direct link to themodel database, but
this turnedout tobe impossibledue to a lackof a suit-
able API but also the fact that Unity and ARKit not is
able to handle huge numbers used as coordinates i.e.
a placement far away from origo.
The development during prototype 1 clearly
showed a huge gap between the CAD design world
and the game design platform environment. There-
fore, efforts were on improving the data exchange
workflow in prototype 2 trying to avoid the huge loss
of information. A collaboration with the Danish soft-
ware house Epiito, which at that point already had
developed a software solution for importing IFC files,
and also developed VR/AR apps in Unity, lead to pro-
totype 2. Epiito had also developed their own cloud
service solution (Epiito Cloud) for mobile VR applica-
tions. The original prototype 1 was then redesigned
using Epiitos Cloud solution and IFC import.
It was investigated whether it was possible to
make an IFC export directly from the Quadri model.
It was, but the problem was that the IFC Road data
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Figure 5
Illustration of data
exchange in
Prototype 2 using a
combination of the
IFC and BCF data
model.
model (IFC 5) is yet to be developed by BuildingS-
MART [2]. The objects showed as proxy elements
with no name. Wells and pipes however are two ob-
jects that are also found in the IFC 4 data model,
hence these twowere defined as ifcFlowTerminal and
ifcFlowSegment in the current IFCmodel. That meant
the remaining road model and other elements had
to be converted similar to the workflow described in
prototype 1 with a huge loss of data since the data
model was much richer on information than the one
in Denmark.
The user interface was optimized so the user
could interact with the sub-utility elements by tap-
ping on them, thereby reading the actual status
and assigning a new status if desirable. The proto-
type uses the Building Collaboration Format (BCF) to
transfer status information from the Epiito Cloud to
the AR prototype. This newworkflow is illustrated on
figure 5.
The prototype worked as intended though the
primitive manual positioning turned out to be less
useful since thiswasona construction site, and there-
for subject to temporal changes. This makes it evi-
dent to use preselected marked points which equiv-
alent spatial location do not change over time, like
nearby buildings or bridges because for instance the
earthwork is reshaping the terrain continuously. Cer-
tainly, a minor thing since a similar application in a
professional edition would need GNSS enabled posi-
tioning anyway. A minor flaw experienced was light-
ning conditions even though we chose a video-see-
through technology the sun reflecting on the screen
could be annoying. A piece of cardboard helped to
take care of the problem. The model was not as
smooth tracking as in prototype 1. An obvious expla-
nation was probably that the model in prototype 2 is
6 times bigger than in prototype 1 - 7,8 million trian-
gles in all to handle for the iPad. Also missing a hori-
zon as visual tracking guidance could have played a
role togetherwith themanymovements occurring at
a construction site. The view experience though was
still fully acceptable.
CONCLUSIONS
The paper questioned; How can infrastructure infor-
mation be accessed and handled using AR, and how
can we interact with these virtual models, and re-
trieve or add information using AR in the field? For
that purpose, two prototypes were developed with
focus on content not technology. They were built
with relatively ease and should encourage others to
take advantage of the current state of development
and free accessibility to AR SDK’s. The presented AR
prototypes combined an off-the-shelf tablet and the
latest available mobile AR tracking framework from
Apple. The iPad form factor has become familiar to
most people and thereby provided a straight forward
experience to access a model of a concrete construc-
tion site, therefore themajority of users had no prob-
lem to accommodate to the “new tool”. However, the
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user interfacedesignand interactionswith thedevice
needs to be improved, before a finalized AR solution
can be implemented by the consultancy companies.
Both engineers and workers expressed that the AR
prototypes had great potential, but it needed to be
more user friendly. Therefore, this is an area to im-
prove in the further development and conduct more
structured experiments with professional partners in
the research project.
From the test results it could be concluded that
the tracking part, which is one of the most impor-
tant visual perceptions, is almost solved. In close rela-
tion to tracking is global positioning and orientation,
which still needs to be amore automatedprocess be-
fore AR becomes useful in outdoor environments.
Looking ahead these technological challenges
are on the agenda of both small andmajor tech com-
panies and recent announcement of AR related prod-
ucts and software support from big tech companies
like Apple, Google and Microsoft proves that AR are
beginning to mature. Therefore, if we want to em-
brace the age of the fourth industrial revolution we
need to think of AR as a new media in which we can
interact with embedded digital objects placed in the
physical world.
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